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There seems to be a re-energized and fairly concerted attack on President Obama’s strategic and 
foreign policies from the usual suspects among the far right and related neo-con community. 
These can be observed from such diverse pages as the Heritage Foundation, AIE, Fox News, and 
even the Washington Post’s columnists and op-ed writers. The themes are the same and age old 
in their content and lack in coming to grips with a new post-Cold War age and all its complexity 
and opportunities.

The major themes include a “dangerous and resurgent Russia” and the need to continue 
antagonistic and likely often counter productive policies which thus mirror and support their soul 
mates on the far right in Russia. The other theme is their attack on Obama for seeking a fair and 
balanced, yet active, effort to seek peace in the Middle East. This can be reflected in the recent 
Tom Friedman New York Times column on the topic which seems to ask that we get out of the 
business of trying to get both sides to accept a deal which gives none of the parties all that they 
want.

They are now not only attacking our new “re-set” dialogue with Russia but are hostile to such 
agreements with Russia as the START follow on agreement and are building their attacks on the 
Comprehensive Test Band Treaty (CTBT) ratification likely pending in 2010. They are pushing 
for an expensive and unneeded modernization of our already large and overwhelming effective 
nuclear offensive capability. Nor have they given up pushing for the still in trouble development 
and for some systems limited deployment of non-effective missile defense systems.

Clearly, American interest must be to help move the integration of Russia into a community of 
cooperating states aimed at mutual problem solving and not problem making. Already Obama 
has made progress on key strategic American interests with Russia – and we may see before the 
end of the year, as there has been some progress on strategic arms and the equally important 
effort to continue the SALT related weapons monitoring/inspection/verification system which 
insures both sides greater security.

The other issue they are pushing the button on is escalation (“surge”) of the war in Afghanistan, 
asking for the maximum boots on the ground without asking at what cost or whether the strategy 
will work. Their attacks on Obama for his careful deliberation and doubting perspective on some 
of the recommendations that are coming to him are not in our nation’s best interest. When I was 
working in the Secretary of State’s Policy Planning Staff, the key rule was not to give the 
Secretary or the President a memo that only put our key leaders into a box with no realistic 
alternative choices, but to make sure all sides were heard and the cost of each action was made 
clear. This clearly is not the perspective of those who argue for “fast” and unthoughtful decisions 
and are more driven by ideology and ignorance of the complex terrain in that sad and centuries 
old battleground that is Afghanistan.

Yet another theme that the right is pushing is their effort to make China into a new “enemy.”
This is taking center stage as the President visits Asia and spends some three days in China in 



what may be a crucial effort to set our relations with a key power that has great influence on such
vital issues as North Korea, Iran, Sudan, trade, and climate change. Further, China plays a 
leading role in the world economy, which at this moment needs more, not less, cooperation. I 
wonder if their motives are just on substantive policy ground of what is best for America or if 
they are more interested in Obama failing, not only in Asia, and in trying to box him in on many 
defense and foreign policy choices. Are they perhaps also setting him up for failure by 
advocating policies that can only lead to added confrontation and mutual antagonisms we 
experienced during the Bush2 era?

My guess is that Obama knows better than to fall into this trap. But the pressure is on him from 
the right wing media (for which he can do no good), the conservative think tanks with their own 
narrow agendas unrelated to the real strategic landscape we now face, and some in Congress, 
even in his own party who also are beholding to myopic interests groups and constituencies.

The need now is for more rational voices to take a lead in the growing national debate about the 
direction of America’s strategic posture and efforts to develop a more responsible and 
multilateral framework for a lasting global security and progress. Obama needs not only to again 
articulate that vision, but also make the necessary choices that will embody America’s best 
values. But he also needs others to join in that effort and not let the national debate field to those 
who seem to make a home in the Dark Ages rather than in the 21st century.
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